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Supercharge your blogger outreach strategy



The team at Get Blogged has had the absolute pleasure of working with the
amazing Bloggers behind these 150 Top UK Lifestyle Blogs.

Working with these bloggers can help you to reach a new audience, have
awesome, shareable content created for your brand, and improve your
search engine presence through the power of high quality, targeted link
building.

This UK Lifestyle Blogs list has been created to make it easier for you to
discover top Bloggers whilst on your blogger outreach journey.

If you’d like Get Blogged to help make your life easier, we can help you with
our bustling Marketplace.

Get started here.

The Get Blogged Marketplace instantly connects your business to an international community
of bloggers who can skyrocket your search rankings, traffic, and sales. Post jobs for free and
start receiving pitches within hours.

https://www.getblogged.net/marketplace/
https://www.getblogged.net/marketplace/
https://www.getblogged.net/brand-registration/
https://www.getblogged.net/marketplace/


Louise Rose

Louise Rose Railton is a young professional, living in York. Louise has blogged
on a variety of websites for many years but decided to set up her own blog
and share her own experiences. Louise is now a self-employed/freelance
blogger and has worked with some amazing brands over the years. Visit Blog

Jodie Paterson

Jodie is a travel and lifestyle blogger based in Edinburgh. She has a UK
lifestyle blog and a travel blog. Visit Blog

E.L. Feelgood’s Vintage

A lifestyle blogger based in Northern Ireland. Ellen loves writing about all
things lifestyle with a vintage twist! She also loves writing about her parenting
issues with her teenagers and sharing her love of making money. Visit Blog

My Dreamality

Yaya is a 30 something Mexican-American expat in the UK. My Dreamality was
created as an outlet to document the transition, both practical and emotional,
of moving across continents but has evolved into a place dedicated to the joy
a simple and happy life can bring us – no matter where you may find yourself
in this vast world. If you’re looking for wanderlust inspiration, beauty tips,
interiors, travel ideas, and to find a collection of all those little moments that
sum up a joyful and happy life, then you’re in the right place. Visit Blog

The Get Blogged Marketplace instantly connects your business to an international community
of bloggers who can skyrocket your search rankings, traffic, and sales. Post jobs for free and
start receiving pitches within hours.
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She Might Be

Multi-award-winning plus size fashion and beauty blogger. Owner of She Might
Be Magazine. Visit Blog

Romanovs Views

Kimberley mostly writes about lifestyle, beauty and fashion, and anything that
inspires her to write unique content one or two times a week. She shares all of
my reviews and posts across multiple social networks. Kimberley is 100%
honest when writing reviews and what you see on the blog represents her
honest opinions. Visit Blog

Christie’s Lifestyle

Christie is a UK blogger covering topics such as lifestyle, food, beauty and
fashion as well as whatever makes her smile. Visit Blog

The Unconventional Gardener

A long-running gardening and eco-living blog. Visit Blog

Rugby Rep

Lifestyle & rugby blogger, living in Derrygonnelly, Co. Fermanagh, UK, and
enjoying blogging and sharing messages socially about a variety of segments!
Visit Blog

The Get Blogged Marketplace instantly connects your business to an international community
of bloggers who can skyrocket your search rankings, traffic, and sales. Post jobs for free and
start receiving pitches within hours.
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Futures

You will find all things parenting, travel and lifestyle related here as Bex shares
her day to day life with reviews and competitions too. Visit Blog

Being Mrs. C

Mum to Little Miss C & Master C. Crochet addict, radio lover, crafter, runner,
tea drinker, WI member, school governor, podcaster & Ladybird book collector.
Visit Blog

Enchanted Pixie

Enchanted Pixie began back in 2010, I was a full-time Mama with three little
girls at home. I began blogging to document our day-to-day life and also to
give myself something creative to do. Now I work part-time on this blog while I
homeschool my four kiddos. Visit Blog

Wannabe Princess

Debz is an office working, rose drinking, pretty dress wearing, body positive
warrior currently living in Birmingham. From opinionated rants about size
acceptance to shopping for a bargain and from nights out to crazy online
dating stories – you’ll read about it all here! Visit Blog

Inside Laura’s Head

The Get Blogged Marketplace instantly connects your business to an international community
of bloggers who can skyrocket your search rankings, traffic, and sales. Post jobs for free and
start receiving pitches within hours.
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Hi, I’m Laura, a blogger from Rastrick, West Yorkshire, with pink hair and a
strong belief that Leopard Print is neutral. I’m a big fan of travel, preferring to
go it solo rather than in a group-mostly because my love for stopping every
four paces to take a photo can annoy other people a fair bit. I’m on a mission
to see as much of the world as I can, starting with cities, with an aim to have
visited at least one city in forty countries by my fortieth birthday. So far I’ve
done twelve countries, with a further ten planned for 2019, including some
very exciting long-haul destinations. Visit Blog

Oh Just My Little Blog

Hello, I’m Kimberley, an Early Years teacher, new wife, mama-to-be, and
blogger. I love baking, reading, knitting, exploring, and being cosy at home (yes
you read it right, 28 not 72!). I share recipes, wedding planning tips, random
musings and as well as documenting our adventures, big and small. Visit Blog

Spooky Mrs Green

Catherine Green: ghostbuster, author, mother and wife. My ghosts lurk within
the human mind; my supernatural creatures are loud and proud. As the pagan
housewife, I blog about lifestyle, family, the world of books, and of course, my
favourite pastime, ghost hunting. I also blog about my adventures in British
shamanism and witchcraft, and holistic health and well-being. Visit Blog

Alicia S

The Get Blogged Marketplace instantly connects your business to an international community
of bloggers who can skyrocket your search rankings, traffic, and sales. Post jobs for free and
start receiving pitches within hours.
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Alicia is a pro marketing and PR assistant…and part-time blogger from
Hampshire. She’s currently wandering through her 20s as a recent graduate
who landed an amazing first-time job…while also dreaming of just dropping
everything and moving to some hot and exotic country. She loves all things
fashion, beauty and lifestyle related…but also spends hours nestled in bed
creating dream shopping baskets…then deleting them. Visit Blog

My Thrifty Life

Very thrifty full-time lifestyle blogger and magazine writer with a Masters in
lifestyle promotion studies. Visit Blog

Chelsea Elizabeth

Lifestyle, Slimming World, Beauty, Baking, Cooking, Home Decor, Dogs and
everything in between. Visit Blog

All About U

Blogger • Copywriter • Mum of two. Visit Blog

The Writing Greyhound

Lorna is a blogger and freelance writer/editor. She’s a Creative & Professional
Writing graduate and a content writer by day, currently living in my hometown
of Kettering, Northamptonshire, England. I’m a firm believer in love, Harry
Potter, vanilla lattes, and the Oxford comma.” Visit Blog

The Get Blogged Marketplace instantly connects your business to an international community
of bloggers who can skyrocket your search rankings, traffic, and sales. Post jobs for free and
start receiving pitches within hours.
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No Safer Place

I am a 24 year old lifestyle blogger and YouTuber. I particularly enjoy talking
about disabilities, mental health, beauty and books. Visit Blog

My Real Fairy

Lifestyle and parenting blogger based in the south coast of England with 2
school-aged children. Product and brand reviews, recipes and travel
adventures are a favourite area of the blog and popular with followers. Visit
Blog

Mumma And Her Monsters

I’m a family and lifestyle blogger from the east coast of England with 4 kids
and a husband. Visit Blog

A Creative Life

I’m a Mum and Nan, aged 52, love blogging and writing reviews. I have been
growing my blog over the last year after giving up my full time job to do
something I love. Love crafts, cooking, reading, time with my grands and
family life. Happy to review all items and products. Visit Blog

Craft With Cartwright
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I am Ruth Cartwright and I help women become Modern Homemakers, so that
they can feel happy with their work / life balance. I am a hardworking, fun
loving mum to two boys aged 4 and 8. I combine working as a freelance
designer and blogger with teaching high school Catering and Textiles. I am a
craftswoman at heart and love to design, make and have fun with my family. I
am a vegetarian and a coeliac. Visit Blog

Mordue’s Fit 4 Life

I’m Stephen Mordue – dad, partner, son, lecturer, and musician. Living at the
intersection of mind, soul, and body. The world around me is of constant
fascination. Whether it’s stimulating my mind with books, connecting with ‘the
inside’ through meditation, or pushing my body through running, it's all about
creating well being through a positive productive lifestyle. Visit Blog

Formidable Joy

I’m a 28 year old writer/adventurer/rockstar enthusiast. I’ve been running my
lifestyle blog for around seven years now and cover all topics including book
and music reviews, love and dating advice, monthly playlists and more. Visit
Blog

Whisky And Milkshakes

We are Simon and Charlotte over at Whisky and Milkshakes and we blog about
all aspects of our lives and as a couple blogging we believe we stand out from
the crowd. Visit Blog

The Get Blogged Marketplace instantly connects your business to an international community
of bloggers who can skyrocket your search rankings, traffic, and sales. Post jobs for free and
start receiving pitches within hours.
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Every New Me

I’m a 40-something wife, mother, and freelancer. I write, edit, and proofread
other people’s work – including blog posts and articles – for a living then write
for my own blogs for fun. I have two blogs, a book blog that’s been going
about three years and gets around 1,500 visits a month, and a lifestyle blog
that I started three months ago that gets about 750 visits a month (and
rising). I like life, and writing about it – cooking, travel, beauty, health and
books. Visit Blog

Tales From Mamaville

Blogger, Freelance writer, Work-at-Home-Mum. Writing about parenting and
lifestyle on my blog Tales from Mamaville. Visit Blog

The Weekly Insider

An award winning professional lifestyle blogger and social media influencer.
Visit Blog

Lylia R

Victoria is a full time blogger in the UK who loves to write about family
lifestyle, money, business, healthy living, home and garden across three blogs!
Visit Blog

Savvy In Somerset

The Get Blogged Marketplace instantly connects your business to an international community
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I’m Fiona Hawkes and I write at Savvy in Somerset.com, a personal finance
website that covers all things money saving, money making and making the
most of the cash you have. From saving on household bills to finding the best
deals on luxury holidays, Savvy in Somerset encourages readers to think more
positively when it comes to their finances. Visit Blog

Me, Annie Bee

Attempting to navigate my way through life and swiftly heading toward middle
age, I write to keep my brain working. I naturally write in a light-hearted and
humorous way but after YEARS of education, I am more than capable of
writing in a more informed and serious style, if required… Visit Blog

Mastering You

Hi, I blog about personal finance and frugal living which was inspired by my
experience of being in debt and my debt-free journey. I share ways to make
extra money and live a savvy life. More people should talk about money and
then fewer people would feel embarrassed to talk about debt. Visit Blog

One Frazzled Mum

I am a single mum to an 11 year old daughter. At One Frazzled Mum I indulge
in my passion for creative writing as well as lifestyle posts to ensure my blog
has something for everyone. Visit Blog

Ojo’s World
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Middle aged mum of 3 boys, 2 on the autistic spectrum. I write about anything
and everything that takes my fancy. Visit Blog

Up Your Vlog

I’m 25 years old and live in the city of London. Visit Blog

Plus Minus Magazine

PlusMinus Magazine is a London-based lifestyle publication for millennial
women who want to live well. Visit Blog

Mother Geek

I’m a sleep-deprived mum living in Manchester. I blog about our family,
lifestyle, home, travel, adventures and technology. Visit Blog

Kate On Thin Ice

Award-winning writer, blogger and influencer writing for a predominantly
female audience. Topics include parenting, inspirational stories, fashion,
interiors, well-being and anything that helps women glide through the seasons
of life with balance. Visit Blog

Rhian Westbury
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My blog is a lifestyle blog covering beauty, travel, music and lifestyle. Visit
Blog

Luv And Lifestyle

I live in Birmingham where I am a freelancer. I started blogging over five years
ago and although I entered the blogging world as a book blogger I have now
founded Luv and Lifestyle which features a range of topics including Fashion
and accessories, Interiors and Gluten free foodie. Visit Blog

Love From, Florence Grace

I am a Social Media Consultant, freelance journalist and blogger and the
founder and editor of Love from… magazine. I talk about all things girl power,
body positivity, relationships and careers! Visit Blog

The Newby Tribe

I am a 40 something stay at home mum of 2, after having been a teacher and
a Headteacher for over 10 years. I blog about parents of primary aged children
who are looking to rediscover themselves now the kids are in school, with a
good peppering of lifestyle and parenting ideas as well. Visit Blog

A Testing Time

Enjoys writing! Has a passion for beauty, lifestyle and home renovations! Visit
Blog
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Jane’s World

Jane’s World is a place where my zest for family life, cooking, travel, and love
of all things Disney combine in one happy spot! Visit Blog

Make Eat Repeat

I am a vegan food & lifestyle blogger, who loves food, cruelty free makeup,
interior design and music. Not in that order. Visit Blog

With Love From Lou

Louise is a blogging mum of 2 from Nottinghamshire. She enjoys writing
about a whole host of things from fashion and beauty to home and lifestyle,
and everything in between. Visit Blog

Wag The Dog UK

Wag The Dog UK is what happens when a mad crazy dog person turns an
obsession into a profession. Working side by side with her dog Maggie makes
the best office space ever. Visit Blog

Whimsical Mumblings

I’m Sarah! I am a Wife & a Mama to 2 little monkeys, a boy and a girl. I love to
share inspirational & motivational content, and encourage us all to express
ourselves and get creative! Visit Blog

The Get Blogged Marketplace instantly connects your business to an international community
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Cascade Of Colour

Cascade of Colour is a UK Male Lifestyle blog delving into the world of Men's
Fashion and Grooming, Food, Music, Design, Tech and Travel. Visit Blog

Glam Glitz Gloss

London and Kent based Beauty and Lifestyle Blogger. I also cover Interiors,
Food and Drink, Dating and Travel. Visit Blog

Lukeosaurus And Me

Rachael (Ray) lives in England, slap bang on the border of Surrey and
Hampshire. She writes about family life, such as crafts, recipes and parenting
wins – or more likely, fails. She also writes about life’s little quirks, such as
budgeting, home life, fashion, makeup and much more. Visit Blog

Emma Drew

Emma is a personal finance blogger based in the UK. As well as the blog,
Emma has over 82k social media followers and a weekly column in Love It!
magazine. The blog attracts 103k page views every month. EmmaDrew.Info
has won the UK’s best money making blog for the past two years running.
Visit Blog

Faded Spring

The Get Blogged Marketplace instantly connects your business to an international community
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Multi Award Winning Fashion, Lifestyle And Travel Blogger Who Lives A
Colourful Life And Isn’t Afraid To Share It. Part Time Mermaid And Unicorn At
Weekends, With A Passion For Cruelty Free Beauty & Fashion, Vegan &
Vegetarian Food And Trying New Things. Key Blog Topics Including Dating &
Relationships, Hotel & Restaurant Reviews, Food & Drink, Travel, Fashion,
Lifestyle, Mental Health and Social Issues. Visit Blog

Gina Kay Daniel

I’m Gina, a 25-year-old Copywriter from Liverpool, England. I have a degree in
English and Film from Manchester Metropolitan University, and I love
photography and reading. My site is dedicated to everything I love, so expect
some opinions, rants, reviews and much more. Visit Blog

Life Of Emma X

New Forest Blogger. Lifestyle, Foodie and Travel Blogger. Visit Blog

The B Man & The L Girl

Eco warrior and wannabe political protestor. Home educator. Lover of
knowledge. Maker of soap and business owner of Essex Soap Box. Visit Blog

Ruth Writes

Liverpool based lifestyle blogger, specialising in beauty, skincare, spa reviews
and food. Visit Blog

The Get Blogged Marketplace instantly connects your business to an international community
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Mattie Lacey-Davidson

I have been blogging since January 2012, discussing all the topics that
fascinate me. I write about all things lifestyle such as travel, food & drink,
fitness & health, fashion & beauty, film, music and popular culture; as well as
the more serious subjects concerning politics, feminism, racism, LGBTQIA,
religion, world issues and modern life. Visit Blog

Real, Not Ideal

My name is Daniella, and I am a lifestyle blogger. My main goal has always
been to connect with people in ways they typically don’t connect with. I am
always honest with my followers about what my life is like and the content I
produce. My blog is my analytical online diary where I take what I know and
love and place it where everyone can see. Visit Blog

Girly Gabble

Hiya! I’m Lozza, another blogger trying to make a difference and spread
positivity! I have a combined following across all my platforms of roughly
10,000 women from all over the world. I would love to partner with brands to
help promote anything including fashion, beauty, health and anything that
women aged between 17-50 may be interested in. Visit Blog

A Life of Lovely

The Get Blogged Marketplace instantly connects your business to an international community
of bloggers who can skyrocket your search rankings, traffic, and sales. Post jobs for free and
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Hello! I’m a blogger living in Somerset, UK. My blog is my passion and I love
working on new projects on a variety of subjects. Visit Blog

Our Life on Sea

Personal blog talking about everything we feel passionate about. Lifestyle,
health, food, DIY, Lego, books, positivity etc. Visit Blog

The Crazy Ammi Blog

A South-Asian based in London who absolutely loves everything parenting,
beauty and lifestyle. A knack for a quirky lifestyle and getting on board with all
kinds of adrenaline-pumping adventures. Visit Blog

Lolita Bonita

I am a petite half French half English country bumpkin turned cosmo girl. In
my little corner of the web I talk about all that I enjoy in life – this mainly
involves stuffing my face (90% of the time with cheese) and seeing the world. I
am a huge lover of music and scented candles and you will often find me at a
concert, restaurant or cosied up in my mermaid blanket! I am also a supporter
of looking after our beautiful planet #ecowarrior. Visit Blog

Expat Life With Chickenruby

The Get Blogged Marketplace instantly connects your business to an international community
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British expat, Mother to 5 adults, aged 19-30. 4th year living in Dubai and UK
with her cat, dog and sometimes her husband. Spent 4 years in South Africa.
Visit Blog

Jenna Suth

26 years old, based in the North of Scotland. A love for beauty and fashion
and a Bride to be in July 2018. I’m a Slimming World/Healthy Eating
enthusiast and New HomeOwner. Visit Blog

Saloca in Wonderland

Liverpool based lifestyle blogger, talking all things food, skincare, local
adventures, books and more, with a gin in one hand and a pair of Mouse ears
on her head. Visit Blog

My Money Cottage

My main blog, My Money Cottage, focuses on family finances & helping
people to live their best life on a budget. I also run a number of other blogs
alongside this. Visit Blog

My Lavender Tinted World
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I’m a lifestyle blogger based in Sheffield, UK. My topics tend to range from
food to books, travel to beauty. I like to make my posts reflective of who I am
as a person, and find that it has been best to not focus on one niche area. Visit
Blog

Mummy Matters

Mummy Matters is a magazine-style blog focusing on family life (the good
and the bad), days out, crafts, travel, style, food, health and beauty. If it’s a part
of our lives, it’s in the blog. Visit Blog

Christina Acha

A chronic worshipper with a DIY spirit, after a near death experience I started
my journey to living a purposeful life. Visit Blog

Jade’s Journey

I’m a mum of 2 living in the north of England. My blog is lifestyle and
parenting. My ambition is to become a mental health nurse and writer. Visit
Blog

Karen’s World
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I’m a blogger/writer with 3 children and 10 grandchildren, we all live close to
each other at the seaside. I review a variety of places, shops, gifts, just about
anything. I go off for travels in my campervan with the cat, Peaches. My blog
and website is all about my world and what happens. Visit Blog

Charli B

London living Beauty, Lifestyle and Family blogger. Visit Blog

Sophie's Choice

A lifestyle and fitness blogger, living out her countryside dream in a cute little
cottage. Lover of Gin & Tonic, her cats and smashing out a good gym session.
Passionate about writing and photography. Visit Blog

Serenity You

I am a 33 year old married mum with three kids aged 13, 8 and 7. I liked to
blog about family and lifestyle. I also do reviews and hold giveaways. Visit
Blog

Jenny in Neverland

I’m Jenny, a 25 year-old lifestyle blogger from Essex. I cover a wide variety of
topics from book reviews, mental health, product reviews, travel, Disney,
Formula 1 and more. There’s clearly no limit to my interests! Aside from
blogging, I love watching TV series, cooking, gaming and Yoga. Visit Blog
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Eleanor Graceful

A 28-year-old, Lifestyle, Travel and Food blogger with an incurable wanderlust.
I love nothing more than getting my thoughts published and having new
experiences. Visit Blog

Blogs by FA

UK lifestyle blogger who loves to travel, dine out and explore different horizons
of life. Visit Blog

A Seat with Shay

I am a London Living Fashion lover, documenting my personal style, London
hot spots, products I’m loving and general life advice. Visit Blog

Daily Waffle

Blogging for over seven years now on various sites. This is now my main one,
which really does have something for everyone. We welcome guest writers to
come and catch the writing bug too! Visit Blog

Morgan M Woods

Personal finance, food and lifestyle blogger. Visit Blog

Kirstiekins Blogs
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I am a London based blogger that loves food, travel, books and pretending I
know how to adult. Visit Blog

Diary Of The Evans Crittens

A family lifestyle blog featuring travel, style, home, money, food, beauty, toys,
entertainment, books, health, craft and more. Visit Blog

Renovation Bay-Bee

I’m Steph. I want to ‘renovate’ our lives from top to toe! Follow us on our
adventures as we aim to change and improve our lives in as many ways as
possible. From exploring the world around us to the four walls we live in! I blog
about interiors and family lifestyle, with 3 children aged 14 and twins 9. Visit
Blog

Sunshine And Rain

I am a blogger based in Liverpool, with two active websites. My Debt Diary is a
place for me to share my journey to becoming debt free, adding posts filled
with money failures, tips and advice along the way. Sunshine and Rain is a
lifestyle blog which allows me to chat with my readers about everything from
my wedding planning to my health and fitness goals and everything in
between. Visit Blog

Its Kelle’s Space
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Writer, Blogger and Content Creator based in London. Visit Blog

The Geordie Grandma

50+, married with 2 children and 1 grandson. I blog about my travels, my
grandson, health, beauty, being a vegetarian, and basically anything that
interests me. I live in the North East of England. Visit Blog

The Yorkshire Dad Of Four

I am a daddy to four girls and together with my wife we live in rural North
Yorkshire. I enjoy an active lifestyle, running, walking and generally being
outside with my family and the dogs. I am also a very keen photographer,
something I used to get paid to do! I blog about life as a dad, running, walking,
dogs, days out, photography and current affairs. Visit Blog

Daisarella

I’m a 27 year old lifestyle blogger from Bedfordshire, a mum to a little girl, a
well cultured and travelled female, and an absolute foodie! I love writing my
views on different life experiences, products and brands. Writing is my
passion, and sharing my thoughts to other women is what I love doing! Visit
Blog

A Beautiful Space
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Hi. I am an interior, well-being, fashion, travel and beauty and lifestyle blogger
at A Beautiful Space ( I also own 3 more high DA blogs). Visit Blog

Skinny Spending

I am a money saving and lifestyle blogger and parent to a 4 year old daughter.
I write about saving money in all aspects of my life including parenting,
groceries, beauty and generating a side income. Visit Blog

The Story Of Ashleigh Davis

Hi! I’m Ashleigh and I have been running The Story of Ashleigh Davis for nearly
3 years. I make sure to cover everything from Relationships, Lifestyle, & Travel.
Visit Blog

My Dreamality
My Dreamality is a lifestyle blog created for those of us who are looking to sift
through the stressful parts of life and focus on the little things that bring joy.
The first edition of this blog was created as a way to document the journey
into expat life from the US to the UK. After settling into expat life this space
has evolved into a place where you can hopefully find some inspiration for
your daily life. Don’t worry, you can still find expat life stories and travel tips!
On top of that you can read articles on interiors, travel, simple living, and more.
Here’s to finding inspiration for living your best life now! Visit blog
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Just Average Jen
I lost over 10 stone in 16 months (size 30 to size 6) but I was still not happy
with my body or myself. I realised happiness and weight are two different
entities. I share healthy family meals perfect for Slimming World. Follow my
ongoing journey as an average mum with fluctuating weight who loves gin,
chocolate & leggings! Visit blog

Hollybee Tells
HBT is a lifestyle blog that covers various topics from health and wellness to
recipes and fashion. Our tagline “Because you need a bit of randomness”
comes from the idea that most people have different interests and may find
something fun here no matter what they enjoy. Visit Blog

My Pixie Blog
NJ lifestyle blogger/new mom + @blogmeetsbrand campaign manager, loves
vegan brands & smart marketing. Pitbull advocate. Visit blog

Missy’s Product Reviews
43 years old living in Maryland and enjoying the weather compared to where I
came from. Been a social media influencer for 100 months and love my job. I
do live with fibromyalgia, chronic pain, lymphedema, bipolar which can be a
struggle. Visit blog
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Bump And Beyond
Bump and Beyond Blog is a lifestyle and parenting blog featuring myself
(Leighanne) and my daughter Darcy. I started this blog in August 2013 whilst
pregnant with Darcy. I would read blogs but felt they never really reflected my
likes and dislikes. I decided to write my own blog and Bump and Beyond was
born. Bump and Beyond features all things family & lifestyle related, reviews,
tips & hints, travel, home & interiors Visit blog

Miss Jhenz
My name is Jenifer Balatico AKA MissJHENZ. Philippine Normal University
Proud Alumna. Currently Residing At Antipolo City Rizal Philippines. Lifestyle
Blogger. Influencer and Brand Ambassador. I Love To Blog About My Random
New Discoveries About Food, Travel, Gadgets, Fashion Trends, Beauty
Products, Health and Wellness. Anything And Everything I Find Interesting
That I Can Share To My Lovely Readers! Freelance Side Hustle And The Like? I
Am In! Social Media Handling, Graphic Design Creation And Any Other Virtual
Assistant Related Task That I Can Be Of Help with. Visit blog

Nora Gouma
Nora Gouma is truly an international model on a mission. As a spokesperson,
businesswoman and activist, she is redefining the term “Supermodel” and
taking branding to a whole new level. Gouma is the founder of
Modelonamission, a company and magazine that is changing the perception
of modeling, beauty and fashion. Gouma believes modeling should not be
defined by the size zero dress you can fit into but rather an extension of a
woman's inner beauty no matter the size dress you fit into. Visit blog
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Chatty Patty’s Place
Lifestyle and Review Blogger from NY Metro area. Contact me to collaborate.
Visit blog

When Women Inspire
Are you looking for inspiration? Hope? Do you want to learn about how women
are changing the world every single day? Then you’ve come to the right place.
When Women Inspire is dedicated to showcasing the efforts of women
around the world to change the world in positive ways. These are women
making social, economic, literary, political, or educational waves – in a great
way. Visit blog

Vegan Babe Life
I’m Siobhan aka Vegan Babe Life, an Award-Winning Digital Content Creator
and Marketing Consultant from Brighton. Vegan Babe Life is PR friendly and
loves working with brands and PR companies on collaborations. If you are a
company/pr firm and are interested in the following: recipe development,
product reviews, advertisement, giveaways, freelance writing, events or guest
posting on your website I would love to hear from you. Visit blog

Akamatra
I am Maro and I am always making something even if it's just making fun of
myself! This is my blog Akamatra which started back in 2011 as an attempt to
channel my creativity and share it with anyone who wanted to listen. The
name Akamatra is an old-fashioned way to say (in Greek) that I am lazy in
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house - related chores. Which I am, no matter how you choose to put it, lol! I'd
rather crochet or cook than do the dishes or vacuum. Visit blog

Rice Cakes And Raisins
I’m Jen, a midlands-based mum of three boys. I've previously worked as a
nurse but am now self-employed, splitting my time between running my
business and blogging. Rice Cakes and Raisins is a parenting and lifestyle
blog. The idea was first born after the birth of my second-child, when I began
to have faith that after all the worry, self-doubt and guilt that can come from
being a first-time parent, that really, I'd been doing just fine. Visit blog

Tea Party Beauty
I’m Hayley, a now 30 year old potential spinster & Beauty Blogger from Leeds
with a passion for gin, lipsticks and triangles.
I’ve previously worked in the beauty industry as a Beauty Therapist, Holistic
Therapist and Body Piercer; from the age of 14 I worked in salons then after
qualifying I opened my own salon. I now work in an office by day and blog
beauty by night. Visit blog

Beauty Addict
I’m Sarah, I’m 42 years old from Gloucestershire. Welcome to my little corner
of the internet. I blog all things beauty, lifestyle, book reviews and interiors.
More recently I have been sharing some quite personal posts about my life,
love and everything else. Visit blog
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Melissa Jane Lee
I created this blog on New Year’s Day 2015 as a creative outlet to share my
everyday life and loves. Little did I know that just over two years later I would
be able to pursue blogging as a full time career. I quit my job, moved counties,
bought a new house and started to work for myself. This blog has grown
tremendously in the past few years, and I have gained so much from it (if
you’re thinking of starting a blog, I say go for it! You won’t look back). Visit
blog

Captain Bobcat
Hi, my name is Eva and I'm the mum of Captain Bobcat. We came up with this
cute nickname when he was just a few days old. Originally from Budapest, but
lived in Australia, cleaned beaches in Ibiza and ended up in London. I have a
green heart: I do consider myself as an environmentalist. A vegetarian, who
prefers the eco-friendly version of everything and buys ethical products
whenever possible. You’ll find great veggie recipes on my blog. I recycle, reuse
and repair. I’m a huge yoga-believer who loves tennis! Visit blog

Rachel Bustin
My name is Rachel. A 38 year old full-time family lifestyle blogger, and mum to
two girls born in February 2016 and April 2018. We, that’s my 6ft 5 husband Mr
B, L, Little Dottie and I live in Cornwall, one of the most stunning places in the
country. Although, I have lived here all my life so I’m a little biased! Visit blog
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The Diary Of A Jewellery Lover
I'm Mel, a blogger, wife, mum and business owner, loving life in South Wales.
My blog is a luxury lifestyle, travel and fashion blog aimed at ladies who like
the nice things in life. My readers are 80% women from the UK, USA and
Europe aged 30 to 50 plus who love luxury, travel, food and fashion. Visit blog

Deliciously Savvy
My name is Melissa and I am the owner of Deliciously Savvy! I am now
advertising! There are different ways to advertise as well as several price
options to fit any need! If you need to contact me for any reason at all, there
are various ways via social media. Visit blog

Product Review Cafe
Product Review Cafe is a place where readers can come and learn about new
or existing products and services. This is a great opportunity for both the
consumer and the manufacturer. We write honest reviews for only products
that we have personally used and have experience with. Visit blog

Our Whiskey Lullaby
Katherine Bartlett, a self-professed bird lover, lives in the suburbs with her
husband of 11 years. She is the mother of a beautiful 10 year old daughter,
Mary, whom she home-schools daily. In Katherine's spare time, she not only
tends to her many animals but she also enjoys wearing vintage fashions.
Katherine suffers from various chronic illnesses such as Von Willebrand's
Disease, a Heart Murmur, Asperger's Syndrome, Ulcerative Colitis & Meniere's
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Disease. She will often reference them in various blog posts to bring about
awareness. Visit blog

Life Of An Auntie And Mum
I’m Kim. I’m an Auntie to Jack (March 2008), Harrison (June 2011), Alexander
(October 2012), Benjamin (November 2014), Teri-Rae (October 2016) and soon to
be Elizabeth (September 2019) Plus a first time mummy to Freddie born July
2017. I love every minute of being an Auntie & Mummy. Visit blog

Pretty Big Butterflies
I’m Hollie, I’m a blogger & social media consultant. From plus size fashion to
family and food, prettybigbutterflies.com encompasses my lifestyle. It was set
up as my creative outlet in 2013, and has taken me on an unexpected journey
ever since. Visit blog

Keep Up With The Jones Family
I’m Sara-Jayne, and creative product photography is my passion. As a content
creator for over 9 years, I’ve spent quite some time playing with food and
photographing products for brands and companies. I love creating images
that showcase products at their best, and throughout the years I’ve been
reviewing products for companies, I’ve consistently delivered beautiful images
which brands can be proud to use on their social media channels. Visit blog

In Touch Rugby
InTouch Rugby covers Ulster & Irish Rugby with a focus on grassroots rugby
union. We also cover rugby league. 50-80 stories per week hit the front page
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of the site covering schools, clubs, province and country. Readers enjoy
reports, video clips of scores, interviews, pictures and news on all aspects of
the game. Visit blog

Fashion Mommy’s Blog
I used to be a deputy head teacher but escaped the world of education to be a
full time mommy to my little boy, now 19months. My real passions have
always been fashion and style, I live and breath fashion – from Vogue
magazine to sex and the city, from the devil wears prada to handbag.com.
Shopping is my hobby, although with a young boy in tow I find internet
shopping is now a godsend. Visit blog

Adventures Of A Silver Surfer
A day in the life of a man and his wife. Visit blog

U Can’t Wear That!
You Can’t Wear That!!... Oh Really? Watch me!!! I'm so sick and tired of hearing
what fat girls should and shouldn’t be wearing. I am a plus size makeup artist
born and raised in London, I currently wear a dress size 30 sometimes even a
32! I dress for myself every single day, whether that be jeans and a T-shirt or a
sexy bodycon dress. I am very body positive and have never felt the need to
push my views onto anyone else. Visit blog

Moments With Chelsea
My name is Chelsea, Lifestyle Blogger, Publisher and a mom. Visit blog
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Tessy Onyia
Tessy Onyia’s blog, a Nigerian Lifestyle blog and we bring to you topics on
family, relationship, pregnancy and childbirth, parenting, health, fashion,
blogging and general knowledge topics. Visit blog

My Style Spot
MyStyleSpot.net showcases personal style as well as covering the latest
trends in fashion and beauty. A fun lifestyle blog created to help the reader
learn about fabulous new boutiques, brands, and designers, as well as access
amazing deals on fashion, beauty and more! MyStyleSpot was designed to be
informative on everything fashion, beauty, health, fitness, home, and more, by
providing informative, insightful reviews, as well as to help enlighten and
inspire the reader’s own unique style. Visit blog

Londrina Lifestyle
Welcome to a world of minimalism, simplicity, organisation, positivity and
finding beauty in all moments from small to big. Londrina Lifestyle represents
living in the moment, being present, appreciating all the beauty there is and
planning for the future. Join and be a part of Londrina Lifestyle. Visit blog

L’espoir de ma vie
L’espoir de ma vie is a blog written by a duo national (French and English)
freelance journalist and blogger named Jo. This blog gives you a glimpse of
her lifestyle and passion for fashion and styling. Visit blog
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Where Roots And Wings Entwine
These are the thoughts and experiences of our family. My name is Elizabeth, I
am in my early 30's and have a partner Lee who is in his early 40's. We live in
Pembrokeshire Wales. I have lived in Wales all my life and am proud to be
Welsh. Lee, a proud Yorkshireman moved here to live with me from Leeds.
Visit blog

Mom Love Passion
I'm a full time mom and part time blogger. I share things that come to my
mind. I write about my passion, product reviews, life experiences, about my
family, and things I encounter. Visit blog

Beautiful Is My Attire
I am Helene, freelance social media advertiser/promoter and MUA. I live in
Pelion-Greece and J’adore Paris!!! I write a little, I read a lot, I travel enough.
This blog is my newest love. Other things I love? The sound of the rain and the
smell of the sea, books as ”Madame Bovary” and ”The girl with the dragon
tattoo”, hot tea and hot coffee, notebooks and ballpoint pens, watches and
beaded bracelets, my cats and my kitties, Autumn and Spring and so many
other things. But I will let you discover everything as you follow my journey
through my posts. Visit blog

Passions Of A SAHM
I am a digital SAHM of three, trying to balance the life of a Mom and a digital
woman. I am an engineer by profession but it has been my dream to become a
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journalist which is why I started blogging so I can share my voice to the world
through my writing. Visit blog

Brummie Gal In Cardiff
My name is Kim and I was born in Birmingham but now live in Cardiff. I came
to Wales following my husband's passing in 2013. I relocated with my
Daughter and her family to Llantrisant. Visit blog

Lisa's Notebook
I’m Lisa, a freelance Content Creator, Blog Writer, and Blogger from Bath,
helping brands and businesses connect with their ideal clients by creating
engaging content that works. And I’m a first (and last!) time mum to an 11
year old daughter, wife to a lovely husband, and a concierge to three cats. You
can also find me on LinkedIn or check out my freelance writing services
website if you’re looking for any extra help with content creation or blog
writing too. Visit blog

Bits en Pieces
This blog is open for Collaboration, Giveaway Sponsorship, Product Review,
Deals, and almost anything family-friendly. Visit blog

Life By Olivia
Creative new recipes with quality products on a budget are my passion. I like
recipes that are family friendly and even adults only (party time!) I am a foodie
so don't be afraid to bring it! All recipe contributions are welcome (but must be
accompanied by original pictures and text). If you are looking for a guest food
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blogger, I'm your girl! Hit me up below and we can discuss it over a meal! Visit
blog

Eyes On Manilla
Welcome to my lifestyle blog! In here you will find different varieties of blog
posts including food, news, health, and more! Visit blog

Beauty By Miss L
I am a thirty-something years old blogger from Estonia. I have one wonderful
5-year old son. Beauty by Miss L is Estonian beauty, lifestyle and fashion blog.I
am not a professional beautician or manicurist and I have never taken any
courses about these subjects. Everything I know I have learnt myself from YT
videos or from other blogs. Visit blog

Life Experiment
I am a female in her 30’s who has finally taken everyone’s advice. You know
the advice…’You have to write a book or something…so many experiences!’.
Ok, so this is a blog and it’s literally- all over the map. So maybe I didn’t listen
so well. Visit blog

Only Elisa Knows
Only Elisa Knows is a personal tale of my own experience as a friend, woman,
a wife and mother to my only son. It is a haven of my thoughts, ideas and
anything in between. Visit blog
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A Rain of Thought
A Rain of Thought is an entertainment lifestyle blog. You'll find the latest in
music, movies, food, fashion, shows, restaurants, gadgets and sometimes just
my random ramblings. Visit blog

Zarahatkeblog
I am a Market Research professional in the Pharma and Healthcare space. I
am no expert but started writing small poems whenever I could. Over the
years my keenness to share my experiences with my friends and making
observations made me take up blogging to write down my thoughts & my
observations. It’s been more than 3 years and my baby is growing. I am happy
about creating my own space about my lifestyle observations, travel
experiences, reviews and most importantly my thoughts. Over the years I have
tried to evolve myself and expanded by writing on different topics. It’s added a
new dimension to my life and learning. Visit blog

Northern Irishman in Poland
I was born in Newtownards, Northern Ireland (Irlandia Północna) in 1980. In
my early days living in Bangor, Northern Ireland I became infatuated with
football, geography and history. It was a hat-trick of love. I dreamed as a
young child of playing football for Glentoran FC or Northern Ireland, but that
was never going to happen. I simply wasn’t good enough or passionate
enough. So I dreamed of travelling the world instead. On my journey, I wanted
to earn a degree at University, make friends with people from every country
and culture I could and see some of the world. My love for writing intertwined
with my base in Poland is undoubtedly the reason why I launched this site in
2016, my new platform. I managed to see a lot of the world – up to June 2020
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I had visited 186 personally recognised countries (FIFA would recognise
around 150 of those). Visit blog

A Classic Gent
I’m Michael. I'm a Daddy to a beautiful baby girl, and I write some stuff here.
Have a range of interests, and like everyone else, opinions. Feel free to read,
share and comment. Hope you find something useful, entertaining or
informative here. Visit blog

Hey Wanderer
We are Savannah and Casey, two BFF bloggers based in Nashville, TN. Follow
along as we share all things life, style, and travel! Visit blog

Candid Mama
I’m Carla. I’m a 30-something mama of 2 daughters (ages 8 and 14). I’m a
happily married wife. I’m considered a spoonie: someone who lives with a
chronic illness or chronic pain and lives life by The Spoon Theory. In my case, I
suffer from multiple spinal conditions such as: lumbar spinal stenosis,
retrolisthesis, spina bifida occulta, and scoliosis. I’m also a PC gamer. I play
games such as World of Warcraft, Overwatch, ARK: Survival Evolved, American
Truck Simulator, and more. If I’m not spending my time with family, blogging,
or gaming, you can usually find me curled up with a good book. I’m a huge
bookworm. I love reading books of all types. Visit blog
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Food and Other Loves
Food and Other Loves is a lifestyle blog which started in 2014. You can expect
to find lots of recipes, beauty reviews, travel posts and so much more, I will
talk about most things! I keep it varied and write about things I'm passionate
about. In the past I've documented my experiences with leaving university, my
mental health struggles and quitting my job, so while I love to talk about cake,
I also hope I've been someone other people can relate to with my more
serious posts. Starting my blog was one of the best decisions I've ever made,
at the time it was just something to keep me occupied after leaving university
but now I couldn't be without it. I'm so proud of how it has grown over the last
few years and it's something I intend to carry on with for many years. Visit
blog
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So, there you have it. A curated list of 150 top UK lifestyle blogs to
make your blogger outreach journey easier.

Whether it’s through product reviews, social shoutouts or content
placements, each Blogger has made this list because they create
brilliant original content on time and on brief, with passion and
enthusiasm.

If you’d like Get Blogged to make your life easier with Influencer
and Blogger Marketing, we can help.

Sign up and post your job in the marketplace for free.
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